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ABSTRACT

Within this article, we convey ideas about stereotypes and
ethnic supremacy that many university students tend to hold
about Jamaica and the challenges of disabusing travellers
of these notions and to achieve educational goals related
to equity, diversity and inclusivity. We explore the concept
of the tourism imaginary and key ideas in critical pedagogy,
critical literacy and critical race theory that guided our course
development, and we explain how we used these concepts
as a framework for building intercultural competence within
our student population. By addressing the complexities of
Jamaica’s transnational cultural identity and using tourism to
deconstruct the idea of experiencing an ‘authentic’ Jamaica,
this two-part immersion course works to shift student
consciousness from racial and ethnic superiority to a place of
intercultural competence.
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Introduction
Like many institutions of higher education in the United States, our mid-sized,
Midwestern university has been focusing on campus-wide initiatives that foster
the development of equity, diversity and inclusivity on campus and within the
student body. These opportunities have included, for example, the chance for
faculty to propose experiences that are designed to improve students’ intercultural
competencies through programs such domestic and international immersions.
In response to these initiatives, we designed a new course, entitled ‘Tourism and
Transnationalism in Jamaican Culture’, in which we envisioned the students at our
predominantly White university travelling to a racially and culturally diverse country, where their sense of comfort and ‘normalcy’ would be challenged and their
critical consciousness would be deepened. Through this course and immersion
experience, we wanted our students to explore the ways in which modern Jamaica
was formed transnationally by a variety of global factors (cultural, national, historic,
economic, touristic, etc.) as well as the ways in which Jamaican culture influences
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the rest of the world, especially Britain and the United States. We wanted students
to gain knowledge about the world’s diverse cultures, environments, practices
and values by reading about, writing about and visiting specifically transnational
Jamaican texts and sites.
The immersion experience, which was run by two full-time, tenure-track English
faculty, served a maximum of 12 students from any major; it took students to
Montego Bay, a rural area outside of Montego Bay, Negril, Falmouth and Kingston
as part of their experience. The course was run in two portions – a one-credit ‘pretravel’ class offered over seven weeks in the fall semester prior to travel where the
frameworks of the course were laid out and theoretical essays discussed, and a
three-credit in-country experience offered during three weeks of winter break. One
of the primary goals for the immersion experience, aligned with institutional goals,
was to help our students evaluate the impact of systems, institutions and issues in
local and global contexts and across cultures. By the end of the coursework and
intercultural immersion, students would ideally have a critical framework with
which to engage the following university outcomes:
• evaluate global systems, institutions and/or relationships of power and
resources in an historical and geographic context;
• engage in ethical global citizenship through learning experiences that
enhance their understanding that individual and collective decisions have
global implications; and
• use and reflect on appropriate communication skills in linguistically or culturally different environments.
These outcomes helped us to shape the course in ways that would position students to understand how individual and collective decisions have global implications through contact with and the study of tourist culture within Jamaica.
In addition, we felt it was important to focus on race and how that impacts the
dynamics of power within the tourist industry of Jamaica. For example, students
visited very ‘touristy’ sites such as the famous Rick’s Café in Negril and the ‘Hip
Strip’ in Montego Bay (the main thoroughfare which has many gift shops and a
large Margaritaville that is often frequented by cruise ship passengers), where the
impact of tourism on the local economy (specifically Anglo tourism from America
and Western Europe) constructs Black Jamaican subjects as performers for tourists
and purveyors of an ‘authentic’ Jamaican experience. The students were also taken
to culturally and historically significant sites and communities, such as plantation great houses, a Rastafarian village and a Maroon community. Through these
experiences and the structure of the course, students could understand the stratified nature of Jamaican society (and, indeed, all societies) in terms of class, race,
nationality, religion, gender and sexuality and could critically analyse the multiple
institutions that form these hierarchical relations.
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Jamaica and the tourism imaginary
When we first met with our pre-travel class, the nine students enthusiastically
discussed wanting real-life experiences in Jamaica; they wanted to get as close to
an ‘authentic Jamaica’ as possible. When encouraged to share more about what
this authenticity looked like, they explained that they imagined themselves riding
horses on the beach, eating jerk chicken, going on catamaran cruises, working on
their tans, swimming in a crystal blue-green ocean, becoming reggae connoisseurs
and shopping. When they learned that we were not, in fact, going to be staying at
an all-inclusive resort and that our immersion would involve visiting historic and
cultural sites and meeting with local residents like cab drivers and port authority
workers, some of the glamour of a trip to Jamaica in January faded for several of
them. As educators, this ‘reality check’ was exactly what we had hoped would happen when we proposed this intercultural immersion; we hoped to combat the facile
and damaging ideas about immersion and tourism in the Caribbean, specifically
ideas about Jamaica that are championed in movies, advertisements and music.
We wanted to disrupt the perceptions of our White-identifying, predominantly
middle-class students about race, tourism and their own privilege through an
intercultural, lived experience.
For many of our students, the dominant narrative that they had heard (and
absorbed) about life in Jamaica centred on the White Tourist’s experience: a beach
vacation at an all-inclusive resort, where the tourist engages with Black Jamaicans
on limited terms, as deferential and accommodating entertainers, servers, drivers,
tour guides and maids who have a prescribed ‘Yah, mon!’ attitude. Within the walls
of the all-inclusive resorts, tourists can jet-ski and swim, eat and drink as much
as they want, meet other Americans with similar interests and ride horses on the
beach. On the flip-side of this fantasy perception of Jamaica as a ‘White tourist’s
paradise’, however, is an equally fraught conception of the Jamaica outside the
protective walls of the all-inclusive resorts as racially, sexually and criminally dangerous. We found our students had been told repeatedly through media tales and
tips from other tourists that it was unwise, if not dangerous, to leave the grounds
of resorts – that the surrounding towns were unsafe. Outside of the resort is where
tourists are raped and mugged, the narrative goes, and inside is where tourists
are protected.
This narrative is a photographic negative, an inverse, of the fantasy perception of Jamaica as a tropical paradise. Just like the photographic negative, this
darker narrative cannot exist without its sunnier counterpart. The two narratives
co-construct each other and work together to funnel visitors into the tourist
industry approved sites, accommodations and shops – one through fantasy and
desire, the other through fear and disavowal. On occasion, either of these narratives will assert that the people on the other side of the wall have chosen to live
there; in order to alleviate any tourist guilt and maintain the tourist fantasy, these
narratives tell us that those residents have chosen a poor life, a violent life, a life
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of willing servitude. These narratives align with a scripted understanding of race,
as reinforced by centuries of people of colour being described as ‘non-human,
savage, child-like, dangerous, genetically inferior, ugly, stupid, lazy, depraved,
deprived, merely different, totally dominated, and angry’ (Allen 2004, 127). These
narratives are what create Jamaica for non-Jamaican audiences; they produce
a tourism imaginary – a manufactured version of Jamaica (or any locale) that is
created by the tourist industry, promotional materials and personal stories of
fantasy vacations about that location. It is easy for White tourists, in particular,
to slip into the role of passive participant, to wear the lens of colourblindness
and imagine that each person on the island has equal access to resources and
equal opportunity, to believe that any hardships in life are reflections of poor
decisions rather than reflective of systemic issues. After all, the island’s motto
is ‘no problem, mon!’This is the version of Jamaica that we sought to disrupt
and revise for our students through this intercultural immersion experience.
Tourism is and has long been a major industry in Jamaica; however, before
tourism was established, slavery and plantation systems dominated the economy.
After Xaymaca (the indigenous name for the island, translated as ‘land of wood
and water’) was claimed by Christopher Columbus for Spain in 1494 on his second
voyage to the New World, the island’s original inhabitants, the Taínos, were forced
to labour for Spain in their search for gold. By the mid-sixteenth century, most of
the Taínos had been killed by European illnesses and the cruel treatment by the
Spanish. As a result, the Spanish began enslaving and importing West Africans,
a practice that was continued and expanded by English after they took control
of Jamaica in 1655. Approximately 1.5 million Africans were brought to Jamaica
over the course of the Atlantic Slave Trade, heavily influencing the demographics
of Jamaica’s modern population, which is approximately 92% Black, with large
numbers of multiethnic populations and growing numbers of East Indian residents
(‘Central America and Caribbean: Jamaica,’ 2016).1 For many years, the plantation
economy – driven by European demand for sugar – was the industry that made
Jamaica Britain’s wealthiest colony.
As early as the late seventeenth century, tourism began to assert its influence
with many wealthy planters and their families vacationing on the island. However,
it was in 1891 with The Jamaica International Exhibition, when a concerted effort
was made to ‘position Jamaica as a tourist destination [… just as] large scale
tourism was gaining popularity in Europe and other parts of the world’ (Stupart
and Shipley 2012, 2).2 Paul Kingsbury has similarly noted that Jamaican tourism
‘began in the late nineteenth century when the island was used and enjoyed
as an exotic “Garden of Eden” health resort by rich American tourists who were
transported on steamships owned by banana traders from Boston’ (2005, 121). It
was the close proximity of Jamaica to North America that made it an accessible
destination for travelers seeking a warm climate and the trendy, new health spas
that were being developed in the nineteenth century. Today, the promotion of
Jamaica as a ‘sun, sea, and sand’ getaway with a ‘No problem, mon’ attitude and
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plethora of all-inclusive resorts, cruise ship docks and tourist-oriented activities
in places like Negril, Montego Bay, Ocho Rios, Port Antonio and even Falmouth,
frames it as an appealing vacation, wedding and honeymoon destination for North
American tourists. However, these promotional materials, tourist activities and
glossy, well-manicured resorts which idealise Jamaica create a tourism imaginary,
which Athinodoros Chronis characterises as productions of place that reside in an
ambiguous temporal space between a locale’s present and past (2012). This tourism imaginary, as Carole Blair, Greg Dickinson and Brian Ott argue, is rooted in ‘the
projected or desired departure from the ordinary’ (2010, 26) and, as Sharon Boh
Gmelch states, allows for ‘the playful permissiveness of a liminoid experience’ in
which everyday obligations are suspended (2010, 5). These imagined frameworks
‘attract tourists and invite them to participate in a fantasy that propels a visitor’s
escape from his/her ordinary preoccupations’ and, in the case of Jamaica, overwrite
the fraught and complex transnational history, culture and identity of Jamaica in
order to reanimate North American, Anglo supremacy and impede intercultural
competency (Poirot and Watson 2015, 98).

Intercultural competency and critical studies
For our students, coming from a state recently ranked the worst place in the United
States to be African American (based on rates of incarceration, home ownership,
child well-being, child poverty, unemployment, teen pregnancy and poverty;
Schneider 2015) and home to Milwaukee, the second-most segregated city in
United States (Logan and Stults 2011), the competing images of Jamaica as both
a tourist paradise and a dangerous contact zone were easy to accept. Despite our
efforts to market this immersion experience in a different way in our own course
promotion materials (i.e. as a cultural and historic experience that would unpack
and critique the tourist industry’s influence over Jamaican identity), these narratives were still – by and large – the ones that students were the most familiar with
coming into our pre-immersion class.
The success of our immersion trip was grounded in our primary goal: for students involved in the immersion to engage with and critique their own preconceived notions about Jamaica and to develop intercultural competence through
the experience. Among other things, we would be working against the ideologies
that they had internalised about Jamaica, about what it means to be a tourist
in Jamaica and about their own ‘normalcy’ as White, middle-class Americans. In
order for our students to develop intercultural competence, we knew that it was
important for them to both recognise that ‘culture is not universal’ (Fennes and
Hapgood 1997, 62) and to embrace their experiences in Jamaica with ‘empathy,
curiosity, and respect’ (Perry and Southwell 2011, 454). It was also important to for
them to gain the cultural knowledge necessary to navigate the country and different in-country communities on the terms of each of those specific communities
(Perry and Southwell 2011, 454). In order to help our students make progress in
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this goal of intercultural competence, we introduced them to the concept of the
tourism imaginary, grounded their experiences in critical pedagogy and critical
literacy and incorporated tools from the frameworks of critical race theory and
postcolonial theory.
Critical pedagogy and critical literacy
At the core of critical pedagogy is the central tenet that education, whether formal or informal, is a social – and not a neutral – practice (Apple 1982, 1990; Freire
1970, 1994, 1998; Shor 1996). With philosophical connections to both Marxism and
John Dewey (1916), critical pedagogy supports the idea that education should
emphasise creating a ‘socially just and democratic citizenry’ (Breunig 2011, 13);
traditionally, many of the founding education theorists (Apple 1982, 1990; Freire
1970, 1994; Kincheloe 2004; McLaren 2000, 2015; Shor 1996) associated with the
movement have focused on economic justice as a fundamental goal of education,
arguing that economic inequity is at the heart of social injustice, including inequities in education. They reason that if class-related issues are solved, other social
issues will naturally resolve themselves (McLaren 2015). A second group of critical
pedagogues (Giroux 1997, 2001; Gore 2013; hooks 1994, 2003, 2009; Kohli 1998),
however, complicate this argument with the introduction of Kimberlé Crenshaw’s
notion of intersectionality (1989), insisting that race, gender and sexuality (and
other factors) are also driving forces in the machinery of social oppression. In practice, much of the work of critical pedagogy is focused on deconstructing systemic,
power-related issues and solving those problems through education.
Through critical literacy frameworks advocated for by scholars like James
Paul Gee (2003, 2015), we wanted to model strategies for students to decode
the cultural texts and systems of power that they would encounter during the
immersion experience in order to help them better understand how those texts
impact discourses about tourism, authenticity and social issues in Jamaica today.
Using a rhetorical framework to analyse tourism narratives in literature, advertisements, websites, music and other multimodal texts, students considered issues
of audience, purpose, exigence and context; they explored rhetorical strategies
– emotional appeals, identification, visual rhetoric and others – and worked to
deconstruct ideologies about tourism in Jamaica and all of the complications
embedded in discourses around it. Many of these strategies were incorporated into
and practiced within the pre-travel class, where students analysed texts such as
travel brochures, resort videos and movie clips in which Jamaica or Jamaicans are
depicted. We revisited these rhetorical and critical frameworks during the in-country immersion by challenging students to examine experiences from their days
with these lenses in mind.
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Critical race theory
One of the challenges in using critical pedagogy and critical literacy to examine Anglo discourses about Jamaica, we found, was that they did not take us far
enough into discussions of race and power – issues that our students needed to
navigate consciously while in country. We wanted to look further into what Stuart
Hall calls a ‘specificity of difference’ (1981, 64) as we examined race, class, gender
and the legacies of colonialism; one of our goals became to analyse both historic
and symbolic constructions of race and gender in Jamaican tourism-based texts
and how the colonial legacies of slavery shaped modern representations of both
the island and the people. Drawing from the work of education and race scholars
(Banks 2004, 2015; del Carmen Salazar 2013; Gay 2000; Gur-Ze’ev 2005; LadsonBillings 2013; Ladson-Billings and Tate 1995; Lynn and Dixson 2013; Picower 2012;
Tatum 2016), we incorporated several key concepts from critical race theory and
postcolonial theory into our pre-travel course: race as performance, counter-storytelling, the centrality of experiential knowledge and lived experiences, a social justice agenda, intersectionality, the concept of social constructions and the ways in
which historic frameworks such as slavery and colonisation shape all of the above.
We used these to challenge our students’ assumptions about their faith in their
own inherent normalcy, to encourage them to see beyond their own experiences
as they began to prepare for what could otherwise be interpreted as an island
vacation and to confront them with what their roles and responsibilities were – and
could/should be – as White visitors in a predominantly Black country reliant on a
tourist economy. We pushed them to move beyond conceptualising racism as a
one-to-one exchange and to start considering the ways in which the infrastructures around us worked to benefit White tourists and transnational corporations,3
rather than helping to strengthen Jamaican communities. We also challenged
them to move beyond ‘colorblindness’ and see the long-lasting and very real
impact that Jamaica’s previous slave economy has on modern Jamaican culture
and identity. As White teachers, during both the pre-travel class and immersion
experience, we also hoped to draw from the lessons of critical Whiteness studies
in education (see Berchini 2016; Matias and Mackey 2016; McIntosh 1990; Woodall
2013) in order to be as transparent as possible about our own intersectional subject
positions, to acknowledge and unpack our own White privilege and to model paths
to race-consciousness and allyship. Throughout the course, we provide a space for
students to not work through these frameworks intellectually but also to address
what Cheryl E. Matias has dubbed the emotionalities of whiteness, feelings of ‘guilt,
shame, anger, defensiveness, dissonance, sadness and/or discomfort’ (2016, 7) that
are associated with discussions of race and racism.
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In the class and on the island
With the above goals in mind, we structured our pre-immersion course in a way
that would introduce the students to Jamaican history and cultures, as well as problematise representations of authenticity and tourism in that context. Throughout
the class, we tried to provide a balance of perspectives from Jamaican insiders
and cultural outsiders. For example, we pulled background resources for our students from travel guides like Lonely Planet’s Jamaica (2014) and The Rough Guide
to Jamaica (Rough Guides 2010), which we read both as future visitors and also
as textual critics; at the same time, we analysed island literature such as Jamaica
Kincaid’s A Small Place4 (1988) and Michelle Cliff’s If I Could Write This in Fire (2008),
both of which offer counter-narratives to the tourism imaginary that is represented
– to a significant degree – in the travel guides that we examined. We interrogated
depictions of Jamaica in American popular culture, particularly online tourism
websites like that of the Jamaica Tourist Board (Visit Jamaica 2017), trailers for
movies like How Stella Got Her Groove Back (CBR7CBR7 2015) and Cool Runnings
(OnlyPreviews 2008) and travel channel-style profiles of all-inclusive resorts such as
the Sandals chain; through these discussions, we traced the ways in which individuals in the texts were performing race, gender and other socially constructed roles.
In the pre-travel class, we also read about how spectacle has been used, historically
and socially, to reinforce racial subjugation (Thomas 2011) and we watched vlogs
about some of the social nuances of code-switching between British English and
Jamaican patois; we listened to TED talks from Jamaican teachers and scholars
and watched documentaries from or about different communities, including the
Rastafarians and the Maroons. Through guest scholars, students were also introduced to the fundamentals of tourism rhetorics and transnational theory.
Over the course of the pre-travel semester, students were challenged, both
intellectually and emotionally, to move to beyond their sense of themselves as
neutral bodies in a neutral space. By and large, one of the most effective ways that
we did this was by continuously and transparently interrogating our own roles –
as White, middle-class, American women feeding into and unconsciously buying
into pieces of the tourist industry. As we moved through the pre-travel semester
and into the immersion itself, our students worked to unpack their own privilege
as they connected big-picture concepts about tourism, identity, gender and race
first to the texts that we were analysing and then to the island itself.
In-country immersion activities
While in Jamaica, the immersion group visited Montego Bay, Negril and Kingston, and
the immersion included tourist activities, non-tourist (or ‘off-the-beaten-path’ tourist)
activities and student-designed group days. Over the course of the three weeks that
we were in Jamaica, the hope was that we would move from more-touristy activities
to less-touristy activities. These activities were divided pretty evenly – roughly six to
seven in each category.
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Tourist activities included an ‘adventure tour’ that gave an overview of the
island’s history, culture and foods; a day-trip to Negril for Margaritaville, Seven
Mile Beach, shopping at an outdoor tourist mall and Rick’s Café; a morning climb
of Dunns River Falls in Ocho Rios; and a visit to the Bob Marley House/Museum in
Kingston. Non-tourist activities included a Maroon village tour in Cockpit Country
and participation in their annual celebration of Maroon independence from the
British; a visit to a Rastafari indigenous village outside of Montego Bay; historical
sites such as the Greenwood Great House and Rose Hall, both near St. James and
the historic pirate city of Port Royal, located in south-eastern Jamaica; cultural sites
that included the National Gallery of Jamaica, Devon House and Liberty Hall, all in
Kingston; an informal cab-tour of Trenchtown, Bob Marley’s childhood neighbourhood; an elegant restaurant in the Blue Mountains; and a spontaneous walking
tour of downtown Montego Bay as we searched for a farmer’s market that was ‘six
blocks that way’. The trip also included significant time with local residents and
an extended stay at a Rastafarian-run hostel, where the house manager prepared
traditional Jamaican home-style meals for breakfast and dinner each day.
The students were also given the opportunity to choose activities for groupbased days during the in-country experience. They were provided with a budget,
and they used their guide books and their connections to design excursions for the
entire group, faculty included. Some of their choices were very touristy in nature;
for example, they wanted to go snorkeling, to visit a bioluminescent lagoon, to
swim in a blue hole, to tan at a deserted beach and to raft down a river. However,
other days, the students opted for quieter, more intimate activities, as well as
activities that were more culturally significant, such as: visiting local mega-grocery
stores, attending a CONCACAF5 soccer game, organising a pizza and game night
with Jamaican acquaintances and watching their favourite NFL team in a pre-
Superbowl game at a local bar and grill. We also found students – and ourselves –
setting aside time to socialise with hostel guests, storekeepers, drivers, tour guides
and bartenders that we had met in previous contexts.
If our days were spent getting to know Jamaica and her people, our evenings
were spent in community, reflection and conversation with students. During these
evening conversations, one of the things that we found interesting was that the
lines between ‘tourist’ and ‘non-tourist’ categories often became blurry, and it was
difficult to distinguish between them. For example, we spent a lot of free time at
Margaritaville – arguably, a tourist trap in almost any location. What we noticed,
however, was that our go-to Margaritaville in Montego Bay, while fun and flirty,
catered to a fairly low-key mix of locals and regular visitors who mostly seemed to
want to swim, listen to reggae and chat with friends; however, whenever catamarans with swarms of tourists would dock at the restaurant, the reggae would be cut
off in favour of pounding Jimmy Buffet songs, formerly easygoing waiters would
corral new guests into drunken karaoke contests and waitresses would begin selling shots of liquor with sexually explicit names and consumption methods to large
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groups of tourists. Once the catamarans departed, all went back to ‘normal’. Calm
beach, light reggae, natural conversation, relaxed servers and quiet atmosphere.
But even that wasn’t normal. Not really. Not for most people. Not for the tourists who were visiting, not for the employees. Right? This was messy – messier
than our students were comfortable with, harder than they liked. The ideological
binaries that they had clung to earlier – us vs. them, tourist vs. local, authentic vs.
inauthentic, privileged vs. non-privileged – were becoming unstable, and, as a consequence, their own self-assured identities were being questioned. They needed
time and space to process, to synthesise the experiences that they were having
on the island alongside the readings and discussions that we had shared during
the previous semester’s pre-travel class in order to clarify their own understanding.
Course assignments
Students completed a variety of course assignments during both portions of the
class (the pre-travel and in-country experience). While informal ‘debriefing’ sessions were held two to three times per week during the immersion, we also had
students produce multiple written assignments, including informal reflective journals (a total of ten entries that were written both before and during the trip) and
several more formal essays based on in-country experiences and excursions. For
example, one of our essays was an analytic paper that asked students to approach
a local, non-tourist site we visited. They were to make an argument (drawing on
secondary readings and their own experiences) about how that site had been
formed through the transnational and touristic flow of ideas, bodies and commodities. For this assignment, many students chose to write about our visit to
the Rastafarian community, our lengthy time spent with local tour drivers or our
experience staying at the hostel in rural Montego Bay where most of the guests
(and the owner) were locals.
We also assigned students an analytic paper that asked them to approach a tourist site we visited and to make an argument (drawing on secondary readings and
their own experiences, just like the first essay) about how tourists are constructed
through discourses and activities, and the implications for that construction for
ethical global citizenship. Here, many students chose to write about the excursion to Dunn’s River Falls, our multiple visits to various Margaritavilles throughout
Jamaica, their time at Rick’s Café in Negril – home of the beautiful sunsets and
famous cliff divers – or, even more interestingly, their day spent at the Rastafarian
Village. Many students, after revisiting the course readings and chatting with us
and their peers during the debriefing sessions, began to see how supposedly
‘authentic’ sites – like the Rasta Village – come to be implicated in and altered by
their exposure to and participation in the tourism imaginary.
The final writing assignment was a synthesis paper that asked students to
reflect on and analyse their experiences interacting with a variety of individuals
while in Jamaica. Students were asked to make a case for how they effectively
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communicated across difference while visiting cultural sites, tourist sites and local
venues. Our hope was for essays that would explore not only successes, but the
challenges of intercultural communication. Students delivered on this with essays
that questioned things like whether their favourite cab driver, who was always
so positive and friendly, really ‘liked’ them or was just playing his expected role,
whether the wait staff at the beachside bars actually got their tips or not and
whether their own disdain for tourists from the all-inclusives, who often behaved
obnoxiously when outside the grounds of their resorts, was warranted.
Students were allowed six weeks after our in-country experience to complete
the remaining journal and essay assignments that they had to submit for the
class. During this time, students were invited to meet with one another, share
pictures and discussion posts with the immersion participants through a private
Facebook group and conference individually with faculty leaders to attempt to
untangle some of their thoughts about the immersion after their return home
and after having had encounters with their families and friends concerning the
trip. As students began to submit their assignments, we were pleased by the wide
array of topics and perspectives represented and humbled to read the thoughtful
ways in which students had approached their experiences and memories of the
immersion.6 Almost all students expressed positivity about the experience and
claimed that their time in Jamaica had been transformative, especially in connection to how they would approach future tourist experiences and the tourism
imaginary. However, it was the new levels of ‘dis-ease’ these students expressed in
these essays – their own conflicted interpretations of events, sites and people, as
well as recognition of their own privileged subject positions and the complexity
of the narratives about race, authenticity and tourism in Jamaica – that was most
impressive and most in line with intercultural competency, our course frameworks
and personal hopes.

Concluding thoughts
Perhaps one of the most enlightening parts of the experience for students was that
– despite all of our work to expose them to the cultural, social, political, environmental and historic reality of Jamaica (an ‘authentic’ Jamaica, as they perceived it
during the pre-travel course) – there simply wasn’t one. They realised that because
of the power of the tourism imaginary in shaping views about Jamaica and the
influence of their own privileged perceptions, there is no ‘authentic’ or ‘real’ Jamaica
to be absorbed – or at least not one that White, EuroAmerican tourists will likely
ever be able to access. The problematic elements of the tourism imaginary and
the Anglo privilege that often accompanies visitors to this island nation preclude
in-depth engagement with residents, sites and even the environment of Jamaica.
There are always the filters of tourism, racism and economic inequality (among
others) shaping these interactions. Tourists come into the country thinking that
corn-row braids, loud reggae music and ubiquitous rum drinks are the ‘real Jamaica’
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– and while these cultural elements certainly have historic and social significance
for the country – by no means do they provide a comprehensive understanding
of what ‘real’ Jamaica is.
Further, maybe some kind of ‘real’ or ‘authentic’ Jamaica is something that
Anglo tourist outsiders should not assume that they should be able to access.
Perhaps that’s the wrong intention when visiting another nation. As tourists (and
even teachers), we cannot presume to pull back the tourism-imaginary curtain
and appropriate authenticity. Locals must be free to retain a self-identity that is
removed from the tourist gaze; when tourists demand a truly ‘authentic’ experience
from tour guides, hotel staff, servers and maids, what they are really expecting – to
a certain extent – is a recolonisation of these residents. Our students, for example,
learned that Jamaicans didn’t owe us a behind-the-scenes-look into the soul of
their country. For us to have presumed that level of access of authenticity would
have been an act of invasion, an expectation that would have reinscribed the
privileged subject positions and lack of intercultural competence that we were
working against.
Throughout the immersion experience, our students moved beyond a surface-level
belief that they were neutral bodies in a neutral space; through lived example after
lived example, they expressed a deeper, embodied realisation that tourism, like education, is never neutral. Over the three weeks of immersion, students learned to value
those intellectual and emotional contact zones, to pause in those moments of discomfort. They learned to listen, to ask the right questions and to recognise how their
own subject positions have shaped their understanding of the world around them.
Recommendations
This experience and our analysis of it have led us to our first recommendation: that
intercultural immersion experiences, especially short-term ones like ours, would
benefit from a formalised pre-travel program that is theoretically grounded in the
history and culture of the host country and is socially relevant. Within our pre-travel
class, the students’ exposure to the frameworks of postcolonialism, the tourism
imaginary and critical race theory equipped them with tools to navigate challenging situations that they encountered while they were in-country. Through this class,
students were given historical background about Jamaica, an understanding of
class and social dynamics in Jamaica and the work of contemporary Jamaican
scholars and writers, such as Deborah Thomas and Michelle Cliff. Here, they also
watched recordings of Maroons sharing their own history, poet-teacher-scholar
Jamila Lyiscott’s ‘Three Ways to Speak English’ (Lysicott 2014), and watershed films in
Jamaican culture, including The Harder They Come (Cliff 1972) and Rockers. Students
were introduced to Jamaican culture before they ever experienced the formal
in-country immersion, and they were more open to the idea that there would be
challenges to their identities, privilege and subject positions while in country. As
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a result of the structures used in the pre-travel class, they were less anxious when
these moments occurred and, instead of closing themselves off, were more receptive to the intercultural competency that these experiences helped to develop.
Our second recommendation is that immersion leaders should prepare students to return from an intercultural immersion feeling somewhat unsettled. With
our group of students, we helped them to understand that they probably would
not return from this experience feeling relaxed and refreshed like they would
a vacation; they also should not expect to return feeling morally and ethically
validated as if they had participated in ‘voluntourism’. Instead, we prepared them
for the likelihood that they would come home with mixed emotions about their
own subjectivities, the subjectivities of those participating in the tourist industry
and tourism in general. Students must be made aware that after an intercultural
immersion, they might be left with more questions than answers and, often, more
discomfort than comfort. Over the course of the in-country experience, for example, we worked with students to unpack their day-to-day activities through regular
debriefings for the entire group, in which we discussed individuals’ feelings and
experiences and small details from the day that students may have noticed. We also
encouraged students to reflect on these situations in their journals and required
them to connect these experiences back to course materials, theories and discussions. We were pleased to see that within their writing, most students were able to
recognise that the concept of ‘normalcy’ in which they see themselves as neutral
observers of other cultures and environments – no matter how well-intentioned
– cannot be an option. This, to us, demonstrated their engagement with equity,
diversity and inclusivity, as well as their developing understanding of their roles
as ethical citizens in a global society – foundational components of intercultural
competency.

Notes
1. 
Throughout Jamaican history, groups of escaped slaves and descendants of freed
slaves resisted colonial control. For example, in 1690 in Clarendon Parish, two groups
of freed and escaped slaves, called the Maroons, began to consistently fight and resist
the English; tensions continued until 1739, when they were granted a peace treaty and
1500 acres of mountain land with the promise that they return any future runaway
slaves. For further reading on the Maroons, see Mavis C. Campbell’s work.
2. 
The Jamaica International Exhibition of 1891 was the ‘first state-sponsored effort to
develop tourism as a viable source of income for Jamaica. It was held on the Quebec
Lodge in Kingston and ran from 27 January to 2 May and was promoted locally and
internationally by committees that were set up in a number of cities in Europe and
North America’ (Stupart and Shipley 2012, 4). Over 304,000 people attended the
exhibition that sought to acquaint visitors with the advantages of Jamaica as a winter
resort and encourage the construction of hotels and other tourism infrastructures.
3. 
Ricky Lee Allen reminds us that the first step toward dismantling White systemic
oppression is recognising and acknowledging that there is, in fact, such an infrastructure
in place (2004).
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4. 
While A Small Place (1988) is set in Antigua, many of the conflicts in the book address
issues of race, identity and tourism productively; we incorporated this book into the
class in very intentional ways, while also emphasising that Antigua and Jamaica, are
individual countries.
5. 
Confederation of North, Central American and Caribbean Association Football.
6. 
Due to the public nature of the course and the small number of participants, we opted
not to use direct quotations from students in this work. Our focus in this piece is on the
implications of the pedagogical choices we made as part of this experience, rather than
on individual students’ changed perspectives.
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